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ABSTRACT
Polymerization of organotrialkoxysikmes is a convenient method for introducing organic
fimctionality into hybrid organic-inorganic materials. However, not much is known about the
effects of the organic substituent on the porosity of the resulting xerogels. In this study, we
prepared a series of polysilsesquioxane xerogels from organotrialkoxysilanes, RSi(OR’)3, with
different organic groups (R= H, Me, Et dodecyl, hexadecyl, octadecyl, vinyl, chloromethyl, (p-
chloromethyl)phenyl, cyanoethyl). Polymerizations of the monomers were carried out under a
variety of conditions, varying monomer concentratio~ type of cataly~ and alkoxide substituent.
The effect of the organic substituent on the sol-gel process was ofteri dramatic. In many cases,
gels were formed only at very high monomer concentration and/or with only one type of catalyst.
All of the gels were processed as xerogels ~d characterized by scanning electron microscopy
and nitrogen sorption porosimetry to evaluate their pore structure.

INTRODUCTION
Organotrialkoxysikmes RSi(OR’)3, have been extensively used as coupling agents for “

composites or surface treatments for materials [1]. Polysilsesquioxanes, &i01.5]n, are prepared
by the hydrolysis and condensation of organotrialko@kmes (Scheme 1) [2].

n R-Si(OR’)3 + 1.5n H20 H+m C)H-

4-15]. + 3nROH

Scheme 1. Hydrolysis and condensation of trialkoxysilanes to give polysilsesquioxane gels.
R’ = OMe: R = H, methyl, n-hexadecyl, n-octadecyl, vinyl, chloromethyl, (p-
chloromethyl)phenyl. R’ = OEt: R = H, methyl, ethyl, n-hexadecyl, ,n-octadecyl, vinyl,
chloromethyl, cyanoethyl.

These polymers have become increasingly popular for generating specialty coatings such
as low k dielectric materials for microelectronic applications [3]. While there is extensive
information on the formation of polysilsesquioxanes [2], there has not been a survey of the
ability of organotrialkoxysikmes to form gels until recently [4,5]. The formation of
polysilsesquioxanes gels has been shown to be very sensitive to the riature of the organic group.
Many monomers will only form soluble oligomers or polymers upon hydrolysis and
condensatio~ even when the reaction is conducted solvent-free with neat monomer and aqueous
catalyst. Furthermore, there is little information on the influence of the organic group, & on the
porosity of the polysilsesquioxanes gels that are formed [6]. In this paper we describe the
preparation of polysilsesquioxane gels where R = H, methyl, ethyl, cyanoethyl, vinyl, dodecyl,
hexadecyl, octadecyl, chloromethyl, and chloromethylphenyl and the characterization of the
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Past studies have provided significant insight into the decomposition process, but the complexity and coupling of the

physiochemical processes eludes a simple description. 3-12 Basically, AP undergoes a solid-solid phase-tisition from the
orthorhombic to the cubic phase at -240”C. Irreversible decomposition occurs in both phases. The decomposition occurs
through hvo temperature regimes. The lower temperature (c270”C) channel is characterized by -30% of the AP becoming
consumed via solid-phase reaction~fland a sponge-like residue of pure AP remairdng. The higher temperature (>270”C) channel
is characterized by gas-phase reachons of HCIOi and Nl+, formed via the dissociative sublimation of AP. Various hypotheses
for the decomposition processes are provided in the literature previously cited. Our initial work on AP increased our
understanding of the nature of these two decomposition channels and provided a basic insight of the role of AP decomposition in

an AP/HTPB-based propellant. 1

Our previous work on the thermal decomposition of o-AP has provided unique insight into the chemical and physical
processes that control the decomposition event. We successfully identified and characterized the major chemical and physical

processes.z This was the first presentation of such data that we are aware of. We extended the work of other investigators that

examined the chemical processes7*13 and the physical proecssesg~1416 to develop a conceptual model for the physical processes
that dominate during the decomposition of o-AP. This model included nucleation and growth of reaction centers withh the
subsurface of an AP particle to form a reactive layer of AP that progressed toward the center of the AP particle as the reaction
progressed. The rates of formation for the gaseous products (gas formation rates GFRs) evolving from the AP sample in the
reaction cell were measured and coupled to the physical data to show that the majority of decomposition occurred in the solid
phase, Observations regarding the effect of pressure, particle size&d temperature on the decomposition process were noted.
Despite all this information, much work still remained to be done.

~.

The objective of the work presented in this paper is to further our current understanding of the chemical and physical
processes that control the low-temperature decomposition event for o-AP, and to begin characterizing the thermal decomposition
processes of an AP/HTPB-based propellant containing o-AP. We are continuing the use of STMBMS to examine the time-
dependent behavior of the product GFRs and the SEM to provide details of changing mo~hology for AP that is subjected to
controlled extents of thermal decomposition. A revised conceptual model of the decomposition is presented that includes insight
into the progression of the decomposition process within an AP particle. Furthermore, three separate chernicrd pathways have
been identified which account for the majority of the decomposition in o-AP. A comparison between the decomposition
processes observed for o-AP and those observed for an AP/HTPB-based propellant under similar experimented conditions is rdso
presented, ,. L

EXPERIMENTAL ‘

.+? JNSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
.

STMBMS. The STMBMS apparatus and basic data analysis procedures have been described previously.17-19 This
instrument allows the concentration and rate of foxmation of each gas-phase species in a reaction cell to be measured as a
function of time by correlating the ion signrds measured at different mLzvalues with a mass spectrometer with the force measured
by a microbalance at any instant of time during the experiment. In the experimental procedures, a smrdl sample is placed in an
alumina reaction cell that is fitted with an orifice (5pm-or 25p,m-diarneter) in the cap of the reaction cell. The reaction cell is
radiatively heated to the isothennrd temperature of -190°C. Gaseous reaction products that exit from the reaction cell and
traverse the beam defining orifices to enter the mass spectrometer are ionized by 20eV electrons, minimizing fragmentation of
the reaction products. The pressure of the gaseous products is determined by the steady-state balance between their rate of
evolution from the solid sample and their rate of exhaust through the orifice in the cap of the reaction cell. Thus, decreasing the
diameter of the orifice in the cap of the reaction cell leads to I&her pressures of the gaseous products contained within the cell.
The maximum pressures of the gaseous products in the experiments with AP range from approximately 1Torr for experiments
with 25pm-diameter orifices, to approximately 14 Torr for experiments with 5pm-dimneter orifices. The experimental
parameters used in this study are listed in Table 1.,

,
11 AP I 191.i
II 1 AP I 189.9
m AD Ion m

Table L Experimental Parameters.
Experiment Material Temperaturez Sample Orifice

(“c) size (mg) Dkameter (~)
kO.2 10.1 25
m. 1 9.9 25

111 I m I ..”.AO.2 6.8 5
Iv Propellant 190.2W.1 23.4 25

‘ The results from this experiment are taken from our earlier work (ref. 2).

STMBMSdata analysis. The thermal decomposition data from the experiments with AP have been analyzed using the

general procedure descxibed previously. 19 In the thermal decomposition results of neat o-AP, three separate decomposition
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processes will be shown to provide a cumulative ion signal for a given product. The processes are separated by using the time-
dependent behavior of an ion signal that is unique to a given process to correct and separate out the individual processes. For
example, the ion signal measured at nrk=52 is unique to the first process and the ion signal measured at nr12=36is unique to the
first and third processes, and can be corrected with the m/z=52 signrd to create an ion signal that is unique to the third channel.
For ion signals representing products that originate from all three of the reaction channels, the contribution of each channel to the
overall signal is determined by calculating appropriate normalization factors for the ion signal at rn/z=52, representing the first
channel and the corrected ion signal at m/z=36, representing the third reaction channel. These normalization factors are then
used in conjunction with the signrds at rnA.=52and 36 to represent the amount of each product generated in the first and third
channels. The contribution of the second channel to the overall signal is determined by difference. In the case of the experiment
with the propellan~ two sources contribute to the HZOthat is measured. The time-dependent behavior of these two separate
sources was determined by calculating the relative rates of formation of HZOand C12from neat AP, and using this value and the
rate of formation of C12in the experiment with the propellant to account for the rate of formation of water from AP in the
propellant. The remaining water is assumed to originate from the reaction between the AP decomposition products and the
binder in the propellant. Similar to our earlier work, the ion signals representing the CO and C02 products (these are unique
decomposition products of the propellant) are determined by correcting the m/..28 and m/z== ion signals for contributions
from N2and N20 by using the relationship between these two signals and the ion signal representing Oz. The normalization
factors of the products were determined by optimizing the coefficients to achieve an elemental mass brdance for the o-AP and for
the non-ahrminum portion of the propellant.

SEh4, Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is utilized in this study to correlate the changes in morphology of the AP with
the thermal decomposition data obtained with the STMBMS. The instrument used is a JEOL 840f. SEM images of whole
particles, and particles cleaved with a clean razor blade are obtained. -.

MATE RIALS

The AP and propellant samples used in this study were obtained from NAWC, China Lake, CA. The AP contains
approximately O.1?6tricalcium phosphate (TCP) as an anticaking agent. The particle diameter of the AP is 150-299~. The
propellant is a laboratory formulation and is similar to aluminized propellant formulations. The solids loading is -90% and
consists of-70% AP and -20% aluminum powder. The binder matrix is made of HTPB, plasticizer and other minor ingredients.
Samples for pyrolysis are stamped with a 6mm-diarneter core borer from an -2-3mm-thick propellant sheet.

ri-”~

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our earlier work showed that the rate of decomposition of AP at temperatures below 240”C is controlled by both physical
v,

and chemical processes that are complex and coupled.2 From that work, the general nature of the physical and chemicrd
processes were described. A conceptual model of the physical processes was developed that described how a pristine particle of
AP is transformed into a porous agglomerate, still composed of AP and weighing up to 78% of the initial particle. This
trahsforrnation is illustrated by the SEM images, shown in Figure 1. Insight into the chemical processes that control the
transformation was developed, based on the identities of the chemical species and their associated GFRs. The temporal behavior
of the GFRs of the major gaseous products and the weight loss curves can be characterized by an induction period, an
accelerator period and decelerator period.

The new insight into the physical processes that is obtained from our latest SEM images has resulted in an expansion of our
earlier conceptual model, and is illustrated in Figure 2. The following features characterize the process (labeled in Figure 2): 1)
The underlying physical processes are influenced by the inhomogeneous character of the pristine AP particle, which contains
crystalline defects such as grain boundaries, dislocations, and macroscopic defects such as cracks and voids. 2) Nucleation of
reactive sites occurs on the surface of the particles. 3) Nucleation and growth of the reaction centers occurs within a thin volume
beneath the surface of the particle and near macroscopic defects located within the particle. Growth of these reactive zones
appears to be controlled by the generation”of gaseous decomposition products within the reaction sites and the mechanical
strength of the solid AP in the reactive zone. 4) Propagation of this reactive zone occurs along the macroscopic defects and
simultaneously branches into adjacent areas of the pristine AP, in a direction away from the particle surface. The processes that
control the nucleation and growth of the reaction sites determine the tilckness and propagation rate of the reactive zone into the
particle. 5) The growth of the reactive zone occurs throughout the entire particle. 6) Decomposition continues and the core of
the particle is consumed. An agglomerate of AP remains. Reactions cease within the reactive zone when the mechanical strength
of the solid AP in the reactive zone can no longer contain the gaseous decomposition products withii the reaction centers. The
increasing porosity within the reactive zone leads to a decrease in its mechanical strength.

Further insight into the nature of the chemical processes is obtained through the careful analysis of the temporal behaviors of
the GFRs of the products. The temporal behaviors of the GFRs suggest that there are three different reactive processes that
contribute to the overall decomposition of o-AP in the low temperature regime. Both the physicrd and chemical processes that
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are observed in the thermal decomposition of o-AP are also seen in the thermal decomposition of an @/HTPB-based propellant.
These processes, along with other processes that occur in the AP-based propellarr~ are described in the remainder of the paper.

~HYSICAL PROCESSES OF NEAT o-AP

Insight into the reactions that occur on the surface of the AP particles during thermal decomposition is obtained by
comparison of SEM images (Figure 3) of pristine AP particles to those of AP particles that have been maintained for various
lengths of time at temperatures behveen 190°C and 200”C. These particles of < 400m-diameter where hand-picked ffom the bulk
lot of AP used in this study. The pristine AP particle, representing a typical particle and shown in Figure 3a at 200x
magnification, has a genersd spherical geometry and its surface appears to have a relatively smooth texture. Magnifieation of the
surface at 1000x (F&me 3d) shows the smoothness of the AP surface and the presence of small voids. These voids are not
numerous and likely formed from the recrystallization and drying process for AP.

Figures 3b and 3Crepresent single AP particles that have undergone partial decomposition. Several new features are
observed when the SEM images of these particles are compared to those of the pristine particle. For example, the particle shown
in Figure 3b represents the surface features of a particle that has been held at 190°C for 3.6 hours, the duration of the induction
period, and then cooled. The particle has the same general features as the pristine particle with the exception of the presence of
dark spots scattered nonuniformly throughout the surface. The diameter of the spots vaxy between 2-10pm and maybe
decomposition sites, The SEM of the particle shown in Figure 3Cshows new features on the surface of a particle that has been
held at 200”C through the early stages of the accelerato~ period (1.7% decomposition). The features of this particle indicate
even increased decomposition than that of 3b. The particle no longer appears smooth and a higher concentration of the dark spots
appear on the surface. Magnification at lOOOx(Figure 3e) shows the surface to appear scalpnd porous relative to that of the
pristine particle (F@re 3d),

The interpretation of the SEM data is consistent with previous observations of surface reactions on single particles of AP

reported using hot-stage microscopy and optical and electron microscopy.20 The nucleation ~d growth of the surface MrtCtiiXS

sites are reported to occur during the induction period. They are described as being circular spots that grow and coalesce with
one another to envelope the entire surface, and account for less than 1% of the decomposition reaction.

The SEM images shown in Figures 4-7 are of cleaved surfaces of AP particles and are used to obtain information on the role
of defects within the particle during the thermal decomposition process. The particles were held at constant temperatures (190°-
200°C) for various lengths of time and then cooled to obtain samples representing different extents of decomposition. The SEM
shown in Figure 4 is the interior of pristine AP. The particles in Figures 5,6 and 7 were cooled after being heated for different
lengths of time during the accelerator period and represent 1.7%, 3.1% and 9% decomposition, respectively. In Figure 4,.!.,
scattered defects are observed but the surface of the pristine AP is generally smooth. On the other hand, the images of the
partially decomposed samples (Figures 5-7) clearly show two zones of differing morphology. Where measurable decomposition
has occurred, a porous structure remains. Otherwise, the structure is smooth and similar to that of the pristine AP.

Comparison of the images shown in Figures 5-7 reveals a pattern for the initial creation and evolution of the decomposition
zones, The morphology of the AP particle, corresponding to the early stages of the decomposition process (Figure 5), shows that
the initial nucleation and growth of the reaction centers form decomposition zones that occur in both localized subsurface regions
of the particle and near pre-existing defects within the particle (@urc 5). As the decomposition progresses (Figure 6), the

‘decomposition zone appears to propagate along the macroscopic defects and simultaneously radiate from the defects towards the
core of the particle. After 9% decomposition (Figure 7), the entire core of the particle has undergone some decomposition.

Several observations provide insight into the processes that control the initial reactions and the evolution of the
decomposition processes within a particle. The first observation is the presence of the multiple decomposition regions witldn a
particle, indicating that decomposition starts at many points within a particle. A second observation is that the initial
decomposition regions are not localized only at the subsurface which then proceed to radiate into the core of the particle, as
hypothesized in our earlier paper. The regions also occur within the core if a macroscopic defect is present. ‘IMs is exemplified
by the presence of reaction centers developing about a natural defect (void) at the center of the particle after only 1.7%
decomposition (Figure 5a) and the nonuniform manner in which the decomposition has spread throughout the particle (Figure 6).
It is also interesting to note that many of these voids have a non-spherical shape to them. A third observation is that small voids
(@pm) can be that are connected to the larger voids (Figure 7b) even after extensive decomposition has occurred throughout the
particle. The conclusions drawn from these observations are the following. 1) The initial nucleation and growth of the reaction
centers preferentially occur at sites near the subsurface in regions where the CVSMlattice maybe weak, and within the core of
the particle along natural defects. 2) The reaction zones simultaneously propagate along the defects and radiate tlom the defect
and into the core of the particle in a nonuniform manner. 3) All regions of die reaction zones are active as indicated by the
presence of the smaller porca of the newly formed reaction centers connected to the larger pores where substantial decomposition
has occurred. 4) Further decomposition eventually results in a residue that consists of an agglomerate of AP (shown in Figure 1).
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CHEMICAL PROCESSES OF NEAT o-AP

Insight into the nature of the chemical processes was developed in our previous work through carefirl rmrdysisof the weight-
10SSprofile and the temporal behaviors of the GFRs of the decomposition gases as they exited from the reaction cell during the

decomposition of AP at temperatures d40°C.2 The gaseous decomposition product identities, the time-dependent behavior of
their GFRs and the resulting weight-loss profile are illustrated in Figure 8 (Experiment I, Table 2). A pertinent and brief review
of our work follows in the next paragraph.

The weight loss shows that approximately 33% of initial AP mass is lost during the experiment. The percent weight loss

observed is consistent with that reported in the literature for the thermal decomposition of 0-AP.7 The temporal behaviors of the
GFRs are characterized by an induction period, an accelerator period and a decelerato~ period. In the induction period very
low levels of gaseous decomposition products are detected. The accelerator period is characterized by increasing GFRs that
ultimately reach maximum values as the rates of reaction begin to decrease. The decelerator period is characterized by
decreasing GFRs, The major gaseous decomposition products are HZO,02, Clz, HC1,and NZO. Minor gaseous products include
N2,N02 and NO. A~soobserved are trace amounts of HNOj and HC1O. As discussed in our earlier paper, the simultaneous
release of the gaseous products after a long induction period, and the nature of the decomposition products, is consistent with the
chemical pathways occurring within the reaction centers that characterize the solid-phase process. The presence of multiple and
complex chemical processes other than those associated with the reaction centers is implied by the observation that the GFRs for
HCIOA,HCI and Nz reach maximum values prior to those of the other gaseous products. In addition the tempt@ behaviors of
these products are affected by the pressure the gaseous products confined in the reaction cell. Our current work provides insight
into the nature of these processes. -.

Careful characterization of the temporal behaviors of the GFRs has lead to the recognition that three different processes
control the decomposition of o-AP. The processes have been isolated and are shown in F@ue 9 for the ion signals representing
the five major decomposition products (Clz, Oz,NZO,HCIand HZO)that resulted from the thermal decomposition of AP at
190°C using a 25pm-diameter orifice on the reaction cell (Experiment II, Table 2). The three channels are further defined by
comparing the ion signals shown in Figure 9 to the ion signals shown in Figure 10 that resulted from a similar experiment, using
a smaller 5pm-diameter orifice on the reaction cell (Experiment III, Table 2). The smaller diameter orifice leads to higher
pressures of the decomposition products within the reaction cell. For both figures, the first panel shows the time-dependent
behavior of the pressure within the reaction cell. The next five panels show the resulting time-dependent behavior of the ion-
signals representing ea~h of five gaseous products for the three different protiesses. . The molar amount of the major gaseous
products, which is normalized to the total amount of AP that decomposed, is presented in Table 3 for each decomposition
channel. (Note The molar quantity of each product Iisted in Table 3 was obtained by quantifying the results obtained in

** Experiments II and III to determine the total amount of each product formed, normalizing that quantity to the total amount of AP
decomposed, and then multiplying the normalized value by the fraction of the ion signal representing that particular process.

Table 3. Relative Mole Fraction of Product for Each Decomposition Channel at T = 190°C.

Experiment 11 Experiment 22
channel 1 channel 2 channel 3 channel 1 channel 2 channel 3 ‘

Product (moles)3 (moles) 3 (moles) 3 (moles) 3 (moles) 3 (moles) 3
HC1 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.17 0.03 0.09
H20 0.22 0.92 0.32 0.44 0.95 0.45
C12 -- 0.26 0.06 0.28 0.10
N20 0.24 0.04 0.08 0.26 0.10
0, . . 0.39 0.15 0.09 0.46 0.16
fraction 0.11 0.67 0.22 0.21 0.54 0.2s
decomposed

‘Max pressure is 1 = 0.8 Torr.
2Max pressure is= 14 Torr.
sMole v~ue list~ hm bwn nomfllz~ to the mole of o-~ de~mposed. Where no value is listed indicates that the contribution

of that species to that channel is too small to measure.

Interesting features are observed from the comparison of Figures 9 and 10. Firs~ there are clearly at least three major
chemical processes that control the low-temperature decomposition of o-AP (not including the process of dissociative
sublimation). Second, increased pressure within the reaction cell enhances the first and third decomposition channels. This is
indicated by the observed increase in HC1and HZOfor both processes cable 3). Third,the pressure within the reaction cell does
not effect the second channel. The molar amount of each product of this channel are similar for both experiments (Table 3).

Characteristics of thejrst decomposition chunnel. The firstchannel is characterized by the maximum GFR of the products
occurring during the early accelerator period and the GFRs showing a dependence on the pressure with the reaction cell. The
main products produced by tids channel are HCIOq,HC1,02 and N20. The approximate contribution of decomposition from this
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channel for Experiments II and HI are 11% and 21%, respectively (Table 3). The higher rate of reaction of tlds process with
increased pressure of the gaseous products within the reaction cell suggests that the reactions occur on or above the surface of the
AP particles. The effect of pressure on the reaction rate of the first process is rdso consistent with the morphological changes
observed on the surface of the particles during the early stages of the decomposition (Figure 3). These behaviora strongly suggest
that the first process involves reactions on the surface of the particles. The nature of the chemical reactions that characterize the
first process may be from an enrichment of HCIOi on the surface and subsurface of the particle that subsequently decomposes
with thermal stimulus to produce products such as HCI,H20 and 02 We have proposed this possibility in our earlier works.

The enrichment of the particle surface and subsurface with HCIOdis a feasible hypothesis that supports our da~ and likely
occurs if the AP is exposed to moisture. The GFRs resulting from the thermal decomposition experiments consistently show a
significant amount of H20, and a small amount of NH3,to be the only species observed as the AP is heated, and throughout the
induction period (Figure 8). The presence of the HZOand the absence of other decomposition products imply that the source of
the early HZOis from H20 that had adsorbed onto the AP particle. Two known mechanisms exist that can explain an enrichment
of HCIOdin the presence of moisture. The first mechanism is driven by the dynamic equilibrium that exists with the AP surface
and the NHq and HCIO~(R-l). The HCIO1is a hydroscopic molecule that readily forms stable perchlonc acid hydrates (di- and

hepta-hydrates) at room temperature. 21 The loss of HCIOdto the formation of a hydrate will drive the equilibrium shown in R-1
to the right. (The likely fate of the excess NH3is that some desorbs from the surface and some remains adsorbed). The result of
this mechanism is an enrichment of perchlorate acid-hydrate on the particle surface and possibly in the layers immediately below

the surface, The second mechanism-is due to the freely soluble nature of AP in water.22 If enough moishrrc is presen~ the AP
may form an aqueous solution on the particle in which an equilibrium is established (R-2) that results in the formation of NH3
and the stable ion pair of H30+ CIOd-(R-3) enriching the surface. When the AP particles arr subjected to thermal stimulus, the
HZOoriginating from the hydrates and H30+CIO~ ion pair are driven off, along with any NH3adsorbed to the surface, resulting
in an enrichment of HCIOdon the surface and the subsurface of the particle, and its subsequent decomposition.

NHqCIOA~~ NH3(ads or gas) + HCIOd(adsor gas) (R-1)
NHgCIOi (aq) ~~ NHd+(aq) + CIO;(aq) (R-2)
NHd+(aq) + CIO~(aq) + HZO ~~ NH3 + H~O+CIO~ (R-3)

A third mechanism that has not been explored and can not be ruled out at this time is that the reactions occurring in the first
channel result fkom the catalysis of AP by impurities from the synthesis ~d processing procedures for the AP. The chemical
pathways in this channel are currently under further investigation. L

Characteristics of the second decomposition channel. The majority of the thermal decomposition of o-AP occurs via the

w, second channel, accounting for approximately 67% and 54~oof the total decomposition in Experiments 11and HI, respectively
(Table 3). This channel is characterized by the maximum GFR of the main products occurring at the end of the accelerator
period and is independent of the pressure of the decomposition products within the reaction ecll. The main decomposition
products formed in this process are Clz, NZO,HZOand Oz.

The chemical process that produces the final decomposition products in thk reaction channel is coupled to the physical

processes and has been discussed in great length in our earlier work.1’2 The process involves the nucleation and growth of
reaction centers within the AP particles. The confinement of the reactive gases within the reaction centers creates conditions in
which complex chemical interactions may occur that ultimately produce products such as C12(which is notably absent in the
products yielded from the surface reactions of the first channel) and is expectedly independent of the external pressure. The
growth of the reaction centers results from pressure-driven chemical reactions that cease when the reaction center ruptures and
the confined gases are released from the particle. A rupture occurs when the pressure witi-dnthe reaction center exceeds the
strength of the surrounding solid. This process accounts for the formation of the voids within the particles. The coalescence of
voids results in the creation of channels within the AP solid which enable the gaseous products to flow through and out of a
particle. The physiochemical processes in tlds second channel lead to the morphology observed SEM images of partially
decomposed o-AP shown in Figures 5-7.

Characteristics of the third decomposition channel. The third channel is characterized by the appearance of the maximum
GFR of the main products during the decelerator period. ‘Ilk channel is enhanced by confinement of the decomposition gases
as indicated by the increased abundance of HCI and HZOthat is observed in F@rre 10. The pressure effect suggesta that these
reactions occur at or above the surface of the AP particles. The approximate contribution of the third process to the overall
decomposition of o-AP is approximately 22% and 25% for Experiment II and III, respectively (’l’able3).

A comparison of the identities of the products and their time-dependent GFRs ftom the third channel to those of the second
channel provide insight into the processes that control the decomposition in the tldrd channel (Figures 9 and 10). Firs~ the
observation of HC1as a new product that appeara when the pressure is increased in the reaction cell indicates that a chemicrd
pathway involving surface or gas-phase reactions occurs in this channel. Second, the appearance and increase in the GFRs of the
products in the third channel occurs as the products of the second channel are approaching their maximum GFRs. This suggesta
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that the time-dependent behavior of this process is influenced by the events of the second process. Third, the effect of higher
confinement of the gaseous decomposition products results in a significant extension of the duration for the decomposition
process, This observation is not surprising. Increased confinement of the product gases would expectedly result in a decrease in
the rate of diffusion of the gases released from the reaction centers through the particle and out into the reaction cell. The
conclusion drawn from these observations is that the process in this channel involves the transport of the product gases that result
from the second channel out from the particle, and the interaction of the product gases with the surfaces of the AP solid. The
longer the products and the AP solid are in contac~ the greater the amount of expected decomposition fkom the third channel.
Further support for the existence of surface-gas interactions having a major role in the decomposition processes is found in the
SEM images of the partially decomposed AP that is filled with voids being transformed to the agglomerate of AP that is observed
as the final residue (Figure 1).

LOW-TEMPERATURE DECOMPOSITIONN OF APMTP B-BASED PROPELLANT

Our previous experiments on the decomposition of this AP/HTPB-based propellant explored its decomposition in constant
heating-rate experiments using the STMBMS and obtained information on the reaction mechanisms and associated reaction

kinetics that control its thermal decomposition at higher temperatures (AP in the cubic phase).l TMs paper reports our initial
results on the decomposition of an AP/HTPB-based propellant containing o-AP. A more rigorous study of its thermrd
decomposition characteristics is currently being conducted.

The thermal decomposition characteristics of the propellant were investigated at 190°C using experimented conditions
similar to those used in the study of neat o-AP at 190”C (Experiment I and II). The weight loss profile for the propellant is
shown in Figure 1la. A total weight loss of 2770 occurred over the course of the experimi%t (50 hours). The identities of the
products and the temporal behaviors of their GFRs are shown in Figures 1lb-c. The products evolving during the first -4 hours
of the experiments originate from the volatile components of the propellant (i.e. plasticizer), which was determined in our earlier
studies. The GFR of the sublimation produc~ NH~, is shown in Figure 1lb. A GFR for HCIOdcould not be determined due to
the vanishingly small amount of HCIOJ that was.measured in this experiment. The GFRs of the products resulting from the
thexmal decomposition of the o-AP (HzO, 02, NZOand Cl~ are presented in Figure 1lc. The GFRs of tbe major products
resulting from reactions between the o-AP and the binder (I-IzO,HCI and CO~ are shown in F@rre 1Id. The GFRs for minor
products evolving from both the thermal decomposition of AP and interactions between the AP and binder (CO, N2, N02 and
NO) are shown in Figure 1le. The C02 and CO are unique to the decomposition of the propellant and are indicative of oxidation
of the binder matrix. ‘- L

A direct comparison of the data in Figure 11 to that measured for the decomposition of neat AP under similar experimental
conditions, shown in F@e 8, provides insight into the decomposition processes of the propellant. The following similarities

*J and differences between the hvo experiments are observed 1) The GFRs of the products from the propellant have significantly
broader curves than those from the o-AP. In comparison, the decomposition process is approximately 2.5 times longer for the
propellant than for neat o-AP. 2) The maximum GFR values for the products evolving from the decomposition of the o-AP in the
propellarr~ C12,Oz, NZOand H,O, are greater in the decomposition of neat o-AP than in the propellarrc approximately 5,6,3.5
and 5 times, respectively. However, the ratios of these products to one another remain similar in the experiments with both
propellant and neat o-AP. 3) The products resulting from interactions between AP and the binder matrix (COZ,CO, HZOand
HCI) reach their maximum GFRs prior to those resulting from the decomposition of o-AP. This behavior is analogous to the
results in the decomposition of neat o-AP when the HCIOdand HC1 from the first decomposition process reach their maximum
GFR values prior to the GFRs of the products evolved via the second decomposition process. 4) The major products resulting
from the interaction of the AP and binder matrix are HZOand HC1. Substantially lower levels of GFRs are measured for COZand
CO. 5) The products of sublimation show a large difference in the decomposition of the propellant compared to that of neat o-
AP. In the propellan~ the HCIOdis not present in a significant amountj due to its reaction with other ingredients in the
propellant, 6) The GFR for NH3 in the propellant study is similar to that of the neat o-AP. This observation suggests that the
dissociative sublimation process (R-1) may not be a major pathway in the propellant decomposition at the temperatures of these
experiments (this pathway would yield HCIOi to result in the oxidation of the binder). This observation differs from what we
observed in our earlier study.

Based upon the comparisons just made, the general decomposition process of the propellant can be described as the
following, Firs~ decomposition begins at the AP-birrder interface as the AP is heated. These reactions occur immediately and
result in the oxidation of the binder. The reactions are likely chemicrd pathways that are available due to the presence of hot AP
and HCIO~at the surface of the particles and in contact with the binder. The absence of HCIO~is consistent with this hypothesis.
Second, the o-AP in the propellant undergoes decomposition in the same manner as that observed for neat o-AP. The resulting
gaseous products are released into the propellant. Initially the diffusion rates of the gases out of the AP particles and into the
propellant are inhibited due to the restricted flow of gases with tbepropelhmt matrix. Third, the gaseous products from the
decomposition of the o-AP interact with the binder as they move through the material. Restriction of the flow of the gas out of
the propellant enables t%rtherreactions to occur between the AP-derived decomposition products and the binder. As the
decomposition continues, the material becomes more porous and less restrictive to flow, thereby decreasing the interactions
between the AP-defived products and the binder material. The ratios of the products evolved from the o-AP in the propellant
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remain similar to those observed for neat o-AP ~composition later in the decomposition event. This indicates that the gases are
transported through the propellant matrix with httle interaction between them and the binder in the propellant matrix. This is
consistent with the matrix becoming highly porous in the later stages of the decomposition process.

The number of oxidation-reduction pathways that occur during the decomposition of the propellant can be numerous as
many of the intermediate and final products from the decomposition of AP have oxidative potential (HCIOA,other chlorine
oxides, Clz, 02 and nitrogen oxides. However, the high GFRs measured for the HZOand HCI, relative to those of COZand CO,
indicate that the oxidation of the hydrogen from the binder matrix dominates the oxidation of the carbon backbone of the
polymeric binder in this temperature regime. A lag in the GFRs for the carbon oxides does not exist from the GFRs of HCI and
HZO,indicating that both reactions occur simultaneously. This result is different from our previous experiments conducted at
higher temperature, in which the HCI and HZOwere found to evolve earlier than the CO and C02 products. A general

mechanism for the oxidation of the binder by HCIOdhas been presented in our earlier paper.l

CONCLUSIONS

This paper represents another segment of our continuing efforts to develop an understanding of the reactive processes that
control the thermal decomposition of o-AP (T < 240°C), and of an AP/HTPB-based propellant that contains o-AP. Our previous
efforts showed the thermal decomposition behavior of AP to be complex and involved both chemierd and physical processes that
are coupled to each other. Our most recent efforts, presented in tlds paper, provide further insight into the physical and chemical
processes that control the thermal decomposition at T< 240”C by using the techniques of STMBMS and SEM. The STMBMS
results provide the time-dependent behavior of the gas formation rates of the decomposition products released during the
pyrolysis of o-AP and from that of the propellant. The results can be used to construct mathematical models for the thermal
decomposition of these materials. The SEM results provide images of how the morphology of the AP changes as a finction of
extent of decomposition. The results will ultimately be used to develop a model that describes the chemical and physical state of
the material for o-AP and AP/HTPB-based propellants that are exposed to abnormal thermal environments.

Insight into the reactive processes for o-AP obtained from our latest work has resulted in an expansion of our earlier
conceptual model as follows 1) Nucleation and growth of reactive sites occurs on the surface of AP particles. 2) Additional .
nucleation and growth of internal reaction centers occurs with the subsurface volume, preferentially near the sites of
macroscopic crystalline defects, to forma reactive zone of AP. Growth of the reactive zone is controlled by the generation of
gaseous decomposition products within the reaction centers and the mech’bical strength of the solid AP in the reactive zone. 3)
Propagation of this reactive zone occurs near the defects and simultaneously branches into adjacent areas of the pristine AP in a
direction away from the particle surface. The processes that control the nucleation and growth of the reaction center determine
the thickness and rate of propagation of the reactive zone into the particle. 4) The growth of the reactive zone occurs throughout+*
the entire particle. 5) Decomposition continues and the core of the particle is consumed. An agglomerate of AP remains.
Reactions cease within the reactive zone when the dimensions of the remaining AP reach a small size, suggesting that the
mechanical strength of the solid AP in the reactive zone may no longer be able to contain the gaseous decomposition products
within the reaction centers.

Careful analysis of the GFRs for the major thermal decomposition products of o-AP has lead to the discovery that three
major chemical processes account for the decomposition of o-AP. The first and third processes are affected by the pressure of the
gaseous products in the reaction cell and occur at or above the surface of the AP particles. The first channel occurs earliest and is
most likely due to the enrichment of perchloric acid on the surface and immediate subsurface of tire particles; The second
process is not affected by the pressure of the gaseous products contained within the reaction cell and accounts for the solid-phase
reactions occurring in the reaction centers within the AP particle. The third channel involves the interactions of the
decomposition products generated in the second channel with the surfaces of the remaining AP.

The thermal decomposition characteristics of the propellant are easily evaluated from the product identities and the temporal
behaviors of their GFRs. Firs~ the volatile components in the propellant evolve from the matrix as the propellant is heated.
Then, the hot AP (and HCIOd) at the AP-binder interface oxidize the hinder through reactions that preferentially strip the
hydrogen from the binder and yield HC1and HZO. The low levels of GFRs for the COZand CO indicate that some oxidation of
the carbonbackbone for the binder occurs simultaneously. Second, the o-AP in the propellant undergoes decomposition in the
same manner as that characterized for neat o-AP. Tidrd, further oxidation of the binder occurs as the AP-derived gaseous
products move through the propellant matrix. The extent of these interactions decrease as the binder becomes more porous from
decomposition, thereby increasing the flow rate of the gas from the propellant matrix.

Further study of the reactive processes that characterize the thermal decomposition of o-AJ?and the AWHTPB-based
propellant is currently being conducted. On the basis of the results obtained through this study, we have a better understanding
the chemical and physical processes that control the thermal decomposition for o-AP, well enough to begin the formulation of a
model that describes the processes. We have also collected sufficient data to determine the dependence of the decomposition
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process on temperature, particle size and pressure of the contained decomposition products. The results from these studies will
be used to determine the parameters for the model.
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Isothermal Decomposition of AP at 191 :C

9100 ~=

Prlsllnei4P Decelerator Period

25 hours@ 190C
Low-Level Reaction
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@ 190’C

i.
7.5 hours

@ 190’C

Figure 1. Morphology changes observed from SEM images of cleaved AP particles that
have been exposed for various lengths of time at 190°C. Particles are transformed from
the pristine state, to a state of partial decomposition near the subsurface, to a residue of
an agglomerate of AP remaining after decomposition is complete. The final AP
agglomerate weighs up to --76% of the initial weight of the pristine particle.



Qualitative model

JJristine AP

190”C
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representing the thermal decomposition of oAP
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●Nucleation within particle ● Coalescence of reaction

●Reaction site growth at dislocations, centers and voids

grain boundaries, cracks, internal voids, ● Creation of new channels f
etc.) to form a zone of reaction ● Gas evolves from particle

● ModHication of channel

surfaces by flowing gases

1’ Deceleratofi ; I

● Continued reactions

● Smooth surfaces formed from
product gases reacting with
surface of AP
● Agglomerate created

● Nucleation continues throughout decomposition reaction

Figure 2. Conceptual model representing the general thermal processes that occur in the low-temperature decomposition regime. The
processes result in the transformation of o-AP from the pristine state to it’s final state that consists of an agglomerate of pure AP.
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Figure 3. SEM images of the surface of AP particles. a) Su<a~e of a pristine AP particle has a smooth
appearance. b) SurKaceof an AP particle that has been held at 190”C for 3.6 hours. Approximately 1°/0
weight has been lost due to loss of adsorbed HzO but decomposition gases have not been detected. Note

*? the appearance of dark spots. c) Surface of an AP particle that has undergone 1.7% decomposition as
determined by the loss of mass due to decomposition. This particle is in the early stages of the accelerator
period as will be shown later. Higher magnification of the pristine particle (d) and the decomposed particle
(e) show the surface of the decomposed particle to be porous, mottled and crusty relative to the pristine AP
particle.
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Figure 4. SEM images of the cleaved surface of a pristine particle of AP.

I

Figure 5. SEM imags of a cleaved sufiace of an AP particle with 1.7% partial decomposition.

Figure 6. SEM imags of a cleaved surface of an AP particle with 3.6% partial decomposition.

Figure 7. SEM imags of a cleaved surface of an AP particle with 9% partial decomposition.
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AP Orthorhombic Decomposition
Figure 8. Weight loss profile and gas
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